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Abstract. Iteration theories, introduce-1 by Bloom, Elgot and Wright in (1980), formalize the 
equational properties of the strong behaviors of flowchart algorithms. We show that the same 
equational properties are shared by the functors used to specify circular data types. Lehmann 
and Smyth (1981) have shown how to specify circular data types, such as stacks, as fixed points 
of certain functors (the-called o-functors). For example, the set of stacks of elements in the set 
A is a solution to the equation in the variable X, X = F( A, X) where F( X, X) := 1 + A x X is the 
functor on SET taking the pair (A, X) to the disjoint union of the singleton set 1 and the product 
A x X. Such equations have initial solutions, F+(A), which in turn determine a ‘solution functor’ 
Ft. The equational properties of the operation 
Fc, F+ 
are precisely captured by the axioms for iteration theories. More precisely, we show how the 
structure Th,(C) of all o-functors C” + Cp, n, p 3 0, on the w-category C, forms an iteration 
theory and, conversely, any identity valid in all such structures is valid in the class of all iteration 
theories. 
I. Introduction 
This paper contains a description of an equational theory of both the behaviors 
of programs and the meaning of circular data type specifications. More precisely, 
a set of equations is presented which has as its models two seemingly distinct classes 
of structures: some which are closely connected to the syntax and semantics of 
flowchart algorithms as well as some which are connected to the semantics of abstract 
data types. The logic was obtained as a modification of the ‘iterative thecries’ of 
Calvin Elgot [lS]. These tlreories may be described either as certain categories 
enriched with an operation asf iteration or as a class of many sorted universal algebras 
containing operations which model three natural operations on flowchart schemes: 
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c.smposition, tupling and iteration. As explained nicely in Wagner [36], the motivat- 
ing idea was to view a program as a set of recursion equations which must be solved 
sim\rltaneously. The set of equations is formalized as a morphism 
and its solution is an appropriate fixed point 
at = cy * (a,, (2). 
In the tiCgina version, the ‘iteratitre theories’, the operation of iteration was not 
everywhere defined. The ‘iteration theories’ of Bloom et al. [8,9] were introduced 
to remedy that defect. In several papers, e.g. Elgot [lS, 161, Bloom-Esik [lo, 121, 
and [7,35,39], it has been shown that among the models of the equational axioms 
of iteration theories are: 
(1) the strong behaviors of flowchart schemes-i.e. the unfoldings of flowchart 
schemes into possibly infinite trees; 
(2) the input-output behaviors of flowchart schemes-i.e. the collection of partial 
functions of the form A x [n] ---* A x [p]; 
(3) the sequacious functions on any set-i.e. the functions which model the ‘track 
of a computation of a ‘machine’ whose states are elements of the set A; 
(4) the collection of partial functions A x [n] 9 A x [p] equipped with a set of 
distinguished ‘predicates’ LLi.e. total functions A 9 A x [2] such _that if R(a) = 
(b, i) E A x 121, then b = a; 
(5) the nondeterministic behaviors of flowchart schemes-i.e. relations A x 
bl-, AmI- 
The above examples of iteration theories are ciosely conqected with the action 
of flowchart algorithms. In the present paper, we are concerned with the specification 
of the data types thai grograas inanipulats. In particular, we are concerned with 
those specifications that have been called ‘circular’ or ‘recursive’. Such circular 
specifications are central to the: denotational semantics as developed by Scott and 
Strachey and tLelr colleagues. Considizr for example, the following standard systems 
of equations. 
and equation used in the study of the semantics of the untyped h-calculus over the 
‘domain’ of atoms A; 
C7) T=A+T’xT, 
an equation specifying finite full binary trees with leaves labeled by elements in A; 
(8) T=AxF, F=l+(TxF), 
a system of simultaneous equations which specify the domain T of finitely branching 
trees and of forests F of such trees. 
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Smyth and Plotkin [3 13 (see also [26]) gave a uniform method to solve such 
systems of equations using category-theoretic n&hods. In this paper, we are not 
concerned with the particular categories needed for particular equations. From our 
point of view, one lesson to be learned from their work may be put roughly as 
follows: solving such a system of equations involves finding an appropriate category 
C and functor F: C + C such that 
(8.1) the system of equationc can be written in the form 
X = F(X); 
(8.2) C has an initial object I; 
(8.3) C has colimits of w-diagrams; 
(8.4) F preserves u-colimits. 
Using these assumptions, it is shown how to construct an ‘initial solution’ to the 
equations (8.1). An initial solution is a (iso)morphism Q! : F(A) + A in C such that 
for any morphism /3 : F(X) 3 X, there is a unique K : A 3 X with the property that 
the square 
F(A)--=-+ F(X) 
commutes. The ‘meaning’ of the specification (8.1) is defined to be this initial 
solution. Of course, sometimes quite a bit of cleverness i  needed to find the ‘right’ 
combination of category C and functor F, but this is-for the moment-an irrelevant 
detail. We will be concerned with the equational logic of this fixed point construction. 
As an easy example, consider the equation (7) above specifying the set of finite 
binary trees. If we take C as the category of sets, and we define F: C 3 C as the 
functor taking the set X to F(X) := A + X x X, (where + is disjoint union), and 
which takes the function f: X + Y to the function F(f) : F(X) ---, F( Y) defined by 
a-a; aEA; 
(x,x’)-(xJ;x’f), x,x%X, 
then one can show that C and F satisfy (8.2)-(8.4) above, and the initial solution 
of equation (7) is isomorphic to the collection of finite, full binary trees. Note that 
the definition of the functor F depends upon the choice of the parameter /I. Let us 
make this dependence clear by writing F(X) = G(A, X), where G : C x C - C is 
the functor whose value on the pair (A, X) is A + X x X, etc, Writing the ‘initial 
solution’ of the corresponding fixed point equation 
x = G(A, Xj 
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as G ‘(A), it can be shown that G’ is also a functor. In fact, G’ is w-cocontinudus 
when G is. 
One of the useful features of this notation is that one notices that the functor G’ 
satisfies certain identities~ for example, for any object A, 
i.e. 
(9) Gt==(Idc,Gt)G:C+CxC4. 
where = means ‘naturally isomo~hic to’. Another identity (not immediately 
obvious) is that if .I: C x C + C is any o-cocontinuous functor and II : C --3 C is 
defined as the composite 
H:=AJ:C-+CxC+C, 
where A : C -+ C x C is the diagonal functor, then 
(10) Ht==P. 
Notice that the two previous identities involve the operation ’ in combination with 
several other operations on fun~to~: composition, tupling, and some ‘base’ functors 
(such as 4) which can be obtained as tuplings of projection functors. One naturally 
asks the following question: what are all of the identities atisfied by these solution 
functors Jt ? We will find a system of equational axioms for all identities valid for 
solution functors (in combination with the other operations mentioned above). In 
fact, we will show that the axioms for iteration theories are precisely the correct 
ones, in the following, sense: 
(Il) Writing Th,(C) for the collection of ~-~o~ontinuous functors C” -+ CP, 
n, p 3 0, we will show that each structure Th,( C) is an iteration theory, and secondly: 
(12) If an identity is valid in all structures of the form Th,(C), then it is valid 
in all iteration theories as well. 
In the last section, we will show that using only the existence of ‘initial F-algebras’, 
irksread of colimits, one can define an iteration operation with many of the properties 
of iteration theories. 
. Wagner [36] introduced an extension of the notion of a many sorted 
‘algebraic theory’ in order to treat the semantics of data type specification. It is not 
clear how our results apply to his RV-theories, since our theories are one sorted. 
Outline 
The paper is organized as follows. 
: Some eategorial preliminaries. We will review most of the notation 
and notions from category theory that are needed to understand the remaining parts 
of the paper. edge of basic category theory is assumed. 
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Section III: Iteration theories. The definition and a few examples of iteration 
theories are given. The free theories are described. 
Section IV: The o-continuous case. In this section we prove that all structures 
of the form Th,( C) are iteration theories, as well as the result mentioned in Section 
l( 12) above. 
Section V: A generalization: iteration via initiality. If F: P x C + C is a functor, 
then for each P-object p, Fp : C + C is the functor which takes the C-arrow g : c 3 c’ 
to w,, 8) : F(P9 d - F(p, c’). We observe that the existence of initial F,-algebras, 
for each P-object p, allows one to define a functor F’: P --3 C with most, but not 
all of the properties of iteration theories. 
II. Preliminaries 
(1) The basic reference for facts about elementary category theory is Mac Lane 
1271. We will depart from the notation in that book when we write j-0 g, or just fg, 
for the composite of arrows f: x + y, g : y + z in a category. We will write both xF 
and F(x) for the value of a functor or function on an argument x. If n is a nonnegative 
integer, [n] is the set { 1,2,. . . , n}. 
2. Definition. An o-category is a category C having an initial object I and all 
colimits of ‘o-diagrams’- i.e. functors o + C, where u is the poset of the nonnega- 
tive integers considered to be a category in the usual way. If C and D are 
o-categories, an o-functor C 3 D is a functor F: C + D with the property that F 
preserves colimits of o-diagrams. In more detail, if 
r: 
fo fi 
a,+.,-•.* 
is an o-diagram in C with colimit (pj : aj + a), then the diagram 
foF f*F 
F(r): aoF - alF + . l 9 
has colimit in D 
(PjF 1 ajF + aF). 
(2.1) Note that in any o-category C, all countable direct systems (i.e. functors 
from a countable directed poset to C) also have colimits. 
If F: Cn+p + C n is an w-functor on C, and x is an object in C 4 the endofunctor 
) F,:C”+ C” 
takes thearrowf:u+v in C” to 
F&f) : Fb, u) + Fb, d. 
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For each object x in C*, we define an object xF’ in Cn as follows: let I be an 
initial object in C” and take the o-diagram 
fz 
(2.3) L/“-IF,/‘-IF:-*~~ 
where the first arrow f0 is uniquely determined, and fk+, is fkFx, for all k a 0. For 
each such diagram, we choose a particular colimit, 
IF;-, xFt 
whose vertex is, by definition, xFt. Thus, xFt is determined only up to isomorphism. 
However, once a choice of this object xFt and colimit diagram 
(p”(x) : J_ Ft * xFt, n 3 0) has been made for each object x in C*, we may extend 
Ft to a functor C* -3 C” in exactly one way such that if g : x + y in C*, Fi l p,,(y) = 
p*(x) l gF’. This fact has been proved in several places, for example in [26]; it is 
known zlso that Ft itself is an o-functor. 
In order to establish certain properties of Ft, we will review some facts about 
natural transformations. 
3. Vertical composition. Given three functors Fi : C* + C”, i = 1,2,3 and natural 
transformations 
cy: F,-, F2, P:F2-,F3, 
the vertical composite 
cr+:F,-, F3 
is the natural transformation whose component on an object x is the composite in 
C” of the arrows 
(Y, : xF, + xF, and px : xF2 ---* xF3. 
4. Horizontal composition. Suppose that F, F’ : X --* Y and G, G’ : Y ---, 2 are func- 
tors and that 
CY:F+ F’, /3:G+ G’ 
are natural transformations, the horizontal composite 
ac*B:FG+F’G’ 
is the natural transformation whose c:omgonent at the X-object x (usually written 
cy, but sometimes as o(x)) is the diagonal of the following commuting square 
B(xF) 
xFG - xFG’ 
a(x)G I I a(x)G' . 
x F’G - xF’G’ 
P(xF’) 
It is known that horizontal composition is associative and has neutral elements. If
id is tk identity natural transformation from the identity functor Id : Y 9 Y to 
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itself, then ar * id = ar and id * p = p. In the case that ar : F -+ F is the identity natural 
transformation, we write ar * p as F * fi; similarly, we write Q! * G when j3 is the 
identity G -+ G. The horizontal and vertical compositions are related by the ‘inter- 
change law’ [27], 
where we assume that X, Y, 2 are categories, the horizontal arrows are unnamed 
functors, and the ar’s and p’s are natural transformations as indicated in the diagram 
(4.3). 
-- 
4 QI 5- 6 
(4.3) X-Y-Z 
J Q2 4 02 
-- 
We also note that if, for i = 1,2 
is a commuting diagram of natural transformations (with ‘vertical composition’), 
and if the compositions make sense, then 
71* 72 
I I 
4*~2 
c,c,- DID2 
81* 62 
also commutes This fact follows from the general ‘interchange law’. 
We will need the following facts about colimits in functor categories. 
4.5. Fact. If (pF, : Fk + F: k > 0) is a colimit cone of o-functors X ---, Y over th: 
diagram (Q~ : Fk --, Fk+, : kaO), and if (pc, : Gk --, G : k 2 0) is a colimit coRe of 
o-functors Y --, 2 over the diagram (TV : Gk J Gk+, : k 2 0), then 
is a colimit cone of o-functors X + Z over the diagram 
(Qk * rk: FkGk + Fk+lGk+,: ka0). 
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(The proof uses the fact that colimits in functor categories are computed 
ponentwise, and that each fu preserves colimits.) 
5. Fact. Suppose that 6 : X + Y;- is a functor, P - each i in [k]. Then 
(F,,..., Fk):X+ Yp-x Yk, 
called the ‘tupling’ of the Fi, is the functor whose value on the X-arrow f: x + x' 
is the k-tuple: 
w *,. . ,j&):(xF,, . . . ,xFk)+ (x’F,, . . . ,x’Fk). 
If for each i E [k], ai : Fi + Gi is a natural transformation, where Fi, Gi : X + Yi, 
then there is a unique natural transformation 
tx(F, ,..., F,)+(G ,,..., Gk):X+ Y,x-•x Yk 
such that Q! * qi = oi, for each i in [k]. We write 
W) (a, 9 l l l 9 4 
for the natural transformation determined by the ai. (Here, wi : Y, x l l l x Yk + Yi 
is the projection functor. For later use, we point out that if p : H + H’ is a natural 
transformation between functors H, H' : W + X, then 
(5.2) /3*(arl ,..., (Y~)=(~*Q! ,,..., P*q):H(F ,,..., Fk)+H’(F; ,..., FL). 
6. Base functors. Let p : [n] --, [p] be a function. For any category C, p induces a 
functor 
defined by 
(X 1,*=-r xpw= (x1,, l ’ l 3 x,,), 
for any p-tuple of C arrows or objects. These functors will be called ‘base functors’. 
For example, if p : [n] - [I] is the unique function, then p”: C I--, C” is the diagonal 
functor. It is easy to verify that the mapping from functions to functors preserves 
composition 
(PI l d = p2*p1*: cq + C” 
if p1 : [n] ---, [ p] and p2 : [ p] - [q]. We will later make use of the fact that each base 
functor preserves all colimits. 
. Let F, G, F’, G’ be functors X + Y Suppose that Q! : F + G and 
p : F’ ---, 6’ are natural transformations. We write 
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if there are 
X-object x, 
natural isomor~hisms nr : F + I;’ and v’: G + G’ such that for each 
the diagram 
XF’ - xc?‘. 
Px 
commutes. 
8. F-algebras. We recall from Adamek [l] that if F: X + X is an endofunctor on 
a category X, then PI, &algebra is a pair 
(x,a:xF+x), 
consisting of an object x and an X-arrow Q! as indicated. A morphism 
f: (x, ar) ---, (y, /3) of F-algebras is an X-arrow f: x + y such that 
a 
xF-x 
YF-y--+Y 
commutes. Tile category of F-algeba-as i denoted F-ALG. If (x, a) is an initial 
object in F-ALG, then it is easy to show that a! is an isomorphism. 
III. Iteration theories 
(1) An algebraic theory A is a category whose objects are the nonnegative integers 
such that for each n 3 0 there are distinguished morphisms 
i,:I+n, i=l,2 ,..., n 
making n the copower of 1 with itself n times; in more detail, for any n-tuple of 
morphisms 
giZl+P, i=l,2,...,n 
there is a unique morphism 
(8 8,-.,g?J:n-+P 
(the ‘source tupling’ of g, , . . . , g,J with the property that for each i E [n], 
i,mk*,*-*,&~““l%* 
en n = 1, we fu~her require that (g) = 
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If A and B are algebraic theories, a theory morphism F: A --) B is a functor which 
preserves objects, source tupling and distinguished morphisms; i.e. nF = n, 
(g I,...,g,)F=(g&..., g,F) and i,,F = i,, for all i in [n], 012 0. ‘hese structures 
were introduced by Lawvere [25] in a slightly different form. The current definition 
is due to Elgot [ 151. 
We will assume the reader is familiar with the calculus of algebraic theories as 
used in Elgot [ 151 and later papers, and with the theory of finite and infinite labeled 
trees (see [t3, 171). The theory of finite trees with labels in the ranked set C is 
denoted T(C). 
Notation. Sometimes we write only i : 1 + n for in : 1 + n; the term 1, ambiguously 
denotes the identity n + n as well as the distinguished base morphism I+ n. 
2. Ordered theories. An ordered algebraic theory T is an algebraic theory such that 
each horn-set T(n, p) is a poset; the operations of composition and tupling respect 
the ordering on horn-sets in the sense that if 
(2.1) fsf' and gsg’ 
then 
f-gsf’-g’ and (A s> s (f ‘9 g’), 
whenever these expressions are meaningful. 
The free ordered theory freely generated by the ranked set C is the free (unordered) 
theory of finite trees T(C ) equipped with the discrete ordering on each horn-set. 
The trees 1 + p in T(Z ) have leaves labeled either by letters in & or by ‘variables’ 
vi, wherej is an integer in [p]. A morphism H : T + T’ between two ordered theories 
is a theory morphism which preserves the order: if f < f’ in T, then fH s f ‘H in T’. 
A strict ordered theory is an ordered theory T such that each horn-set T( n, p) is 
a poset with least element J_ (= I&. Composition is left-strict: i.e. if f: p + q then 
1, ,,- f = I,,. (It follows that _L, P =(I1 P,. . . , A., p) and that II P = iI o l O,,.) A 
morphism between strict ordered theories ireserves the least element ‘in each horn-set. 
Let EL be the ranked set obtained from C by the addition of a new element 1 to 
X0. The free strict ordered theory freely generated by the ranked set C is the theory 
of finite trees T(C,) with the following ordering on the trees. 
or 
tst’:l-,p iff t=ll,,(=l 00~); 
t=Viy fcr some i in [p] and t’= t; 
or, for some CT in &, 
t=o(t *, . . . , tk), t’= o( ti, . . . , ti) and tis t:, for each i in [k]. 
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For vector trees n 3 p, n > 1, we define 
tSt’:n--*p if in- t G in l t’, for each i in [n]. 
(2.3) We let T^(T:) denote the ordered theory of finite and infinite &trees, 
denoted CT2 by [22, 35, 391. It is known that for each n,paO, the horn-set 
T^(X )( n, p) is the o-completion of T(&)( n, p). Further, as in all poset categories, 
if t = sup ti, where to< tl G l l l is an w-chain in T*(Z )( n, p), t is also the colimit 
of this chain considered as an o-diagram. For any tree g : n -) p + n in T^(X ), let 
gt : n -, p be the tree obtained as the least upper bound of the sequence go, gl, . . . 
of trees n + p, where 
for each k 2 0. 
We denote the subtheory of T*(Z) consisting of those trees with finitely many 
subtrees (up to isomorphism) by Ctr. In particular, J_ : l-9 0 is in Ctr. 
(2.5) If t : 1 + p is a tree in T”(Z ), we will write Fin(t) for the collection of all 
finite trees a : 1 + p with a s t; it is clear that Fin(t) is a finite or countably infinite 
directed set. 
(3) A preiterution theory is an algebraic theory I equipped with an operation ’ 
of ‘iteration’ which takes a morphism 
g:n+p+Ri t0 g+:n-*p. 
An iteration theory is a preiteration theory in which the iteration operation satisfies 
all identities which are valid in the theory Ctr above. These identities have been 
axiomatized by Esik [20]: 
(3.1) (‘reft zero’) 
(0, +f)+ = 0, +f+, f:m-,p+m; 
(3.2) (‘right zero’) 
(f+Od+=X f:m+p; 
(3.3) (‘pairing identity’) 
(f, I!!)+ = (ht, gt l up, h+h 
where h =f- (I,,+,,, gt), f: n--,p+n+m; g:m-,p+n+m; 
(‘commutative identity’) 
(l,*~~f*(l,+p~),...,m, l p-f* (1,+pnl))+=p* (fe (l,+p))+, 
where f: n + p + m, p : m + n is a surjective base morphism, and pi : m d m are 
base with pi l p = p. 
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In any preiteration theory satisfying the first three identities, the commutative 
identity is implied by the following implication: 
(3.5) (‘@nctoriul dagger’) if 7 : m - n is a surjective base morphism quch that 
7’g=f- (1,+3), 
for f: m --, p + m, g : n + p + n, then 7 l g+ = f ‘. It is shown in Esik [21] that the 
(3.6) (‘fixed point identity ‘) 
f+=f- (l,,f+), f:n--,p+n 
is a consequence of the other conditions. (The ‘functorial dagger’ was considered 
in [4].) 
4. Theorem (Elgot et al. [ 171). For each ranked set 2, the free iteration theory freelv 
generated by C is Str, the subtheory of T^(Z) mentioned above, which consists of 
those trees with finitely many subtrees. 
We now list two other classes of iteration theories (see [ 10, 121 for more details). 
5. Sequacious functions. For any set X, X+ is the collection of nonempty sequences 
of elements of X, and X” is the collection of all finite and infinite sequences of 
elements of X. A sequacious function f: n 9 p on X is a function 
f:X+x[n]uX”-*X+x[p]uX”, 
which keeps the sequences in X” pointwise fixed and is otherwise determined by 
its values on elements in X+ x [n] of the form (x, i), with x in X, as follows. If 
(x, i)f = (u, j), then, for any element v in X ‘, (vx, i)f = (vu, j); similarly if (x, i)f = u 
in X”, then (ux, i)f = vu. The collection of sequacious functions on X forms an 
iteration theory with function composition as the composition operation. For the 
details of the iteration operation, see [lo, 121. 
6. Partial functions. For any set X, Pfn(X) is the theory whose morphisms n + p 
are the partial functions 
$:Xx[nl-)Xx[p], 
with function composition as the composition in the theory. These theories are the 
standard ‘input-output’ models for the behavior of fi’owchart algorithms. In these 
theories, if f: n 3 p + n is a partial function, f + : n 3 p is &e !eas~ solution to the 
iteration equation (in the variable 5 : n - p): 
5 =f l up, 0, 
where, as usual, the ordering on partial functions is defined by set inclusion of their 
graphs: g s g’ if xg = xg’ whenever xg is defined. 
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There are several other examples of iteration theories which are used frequently 
in the semantics of flowchart and recursive program schemes. We refer the reader 
to the papers [6, 12, 15, 28, 32, 341. 
IV. Theories of o-functors 
1. Definition (Th,( C)). Let C be any o-category with a distinguished initial object 
.L~. Th,( C) is the algebraic theory whose morphisms n + p are all o-functors 
IfF:n-,pandG:p-,q,thecompositeFoG:n-*qinTh,(C)isthefunctor 
GF:Cq+ Cg+ C” 
obtained by composing F and G (in the reverse order! For composable functors 
F, G we will write the theory operation as Fo G, and use juxtaposition GF for the 
functor composition, so that by definition, F 0 G := GE) Each ‘horn-set’ Th,( C)- 
(n, p) is itself a category whose morphisms are natural transformations. Thus Th,( C) 
is a typical example of a Q-category’ (see [23, 241). The composition of natural 
transformations i  the vertical composition (Section II(3)). Each category Th, ( C)- 
(n, p) is an o-category when C is. We have already defined a ‘dagger operation’ 
on functors F : n + p + n in Th, (C) in Section 11(2) (where we now insist that the 
diagram (II(2.3)) involves I c. Thus, Th,( C) is a preiteration theory. 
The fact that there are two kinds of structure on Th,( C) has a weak counterpart 
in the structure of ordered theories: each horn-set of an ordered theory is a poset, 
which is a category of a very simple kind. Hence ordered theories are also 2- 
categories. 
(2) A rank-preserving function f: C --i ‘Ih,( C) is a function which assigns an 
o-functor F, : C n + C to each element a in &, n 2 0. We call the pair (C,f) a 
Z-category. 
3. Fact. Since T(2,) is the free theory generated by 2,) for any Z-category (C, f) 
there is a unique theory morphism 
H: T(L) - +lJLK), 
extending f taking I : 1 ---, 0 to the constant functor K t : C” + C with value 1. (Hence 
II,nH is the constant functor C” + C with value I=.) 
But ordinary theory morphisms from tree theories to theories of the form ‘I&(C) 
do not necessarily preserve the auditional structure on each kind of theory. The 
class of functors which preserve all of the structure form a special case of the notion 
of ‘2-functor’. However, instead of reviewing the general framework of 2-categories, 
we introduce a name for this special case: t 
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4. Definition of enriched functors. Let T be any subtheory of the strict ordered 
theory T^(C ) of all finite and infinite C-trees. We say that a theory morphism 
H : T + ‘ph,( C) is an enrichedJunctor if firstly, for each pair of nonnegative integers 
n, p, the restriction of H to T( n, p), is also a functor 
T(n, p) 3 JL(C)(n, PI- 
This means that if t s t : n + p in T, then H assigns a natural transformation 
(4.1) (ts t’)H: tH + t’H 
in a functorial way i.e. 
(4.1.1) if t = t’, then (t G t’) H is the identity transformation tH + tH; 
further, 
(4.1.2) if t 6 t’ G t”, then 
(ts t”)H=(t< t’)H- (t’s t”)H, 
where l is used to denote vertical composition of natural transformations. Secondly, 
the assignment of natural transformations must be compatible with the theory 
morphism structure in the sense that 
WI if tst’:n+p, and gcg’:p+q in T, then 
(4.2.1) (tg~t’g’)H=(g~g’)H*(tct’)H, 
(* is horizontal composition- the reversal of order is due to the definition of 
composition in the theory Th,( C)) and if ti s gi : 1 --, p, for i = 1,. . . , n then 
in the notation of Section 11( 5) above. (In fact, the requirement (4.2.2) follows from 
(4.2.1).) 
We now observe that any theory morphism H : T(C) --, Th,( C) may be extended 
to an enriched functor. 
5. Proposition. For any X-category (C, f) there is a unique enriched functor 
which extends f and which, for each p 2 0, maps A_ I, r to the constant functor C p -+ C 
with value I c. In great detail: 
(5.1) if t : n + p in T(C,), tH is a functor C p ---, C”; 
(5.2) if t = UE &, then tH = of: Ck 9 C, (i.e. H extends f ); 
(5.3) if t = ip : 13 p( = vi), then tH is the ith projection functor vi : C ’ 9 C, i = 
1 , . . . , p (i.e. H preserves distinguished morphisms); 
ift=(t,,..., t,):n+p in T(Z), with ti:l+p, then 
tH=(t,H,...,t,H):CP+Cn 
( i.e. preserves tupling ) ; 
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(5.5) ift:n--*p, s:p+ q in T(C), then 
(t-s)H=tHosH:Cq+CP+Cn 
( H preserves composition ); 
(5.6) if t = .L : 1 --) 0, then tH = &-, the initial object in C (considered to be a functot 
from Co, the one point category, to C) ( H preserves _L); 
(5.7) if t s t’ in T(Z )(n, p), then (t s t’) H is a natural transformation 
(t s t’)H : tH + t’H; 
(5.8) conditions of DeJnition 4 hold. 
Proof. H is defined on the trees n + p using the fact that T(Z ) is freely generated 
by &_ . We need only define the natural transformation H( t s t’), for scalar trees 
t, t’:l+p.Indeed, tst’:n+piff in* t- ino t’, for each i in [n]: thus if (5.8) holds, 
(5.9) (in* tsino t’)H = (t s t’)H * i,H = (t s t’)H * vi, 
by (5.3). By fact II@), there is a unique natural transformation (t s t’) H such that 
for each i, (5.9) holds. 
The definition of (t G t’) H for scalar t, t’: I---* p is by induction on the sum of 
the depths of t and t’. 
(1) if t=Vi, for some i, then t = t’ and by (5.8), (t 6 t’) H is forced to be the 
identity mi + vi since viH = wi; 
(2) if t = l.,,p, then tH: C p * C is the functor Mf whose value at x in Cp is the 
initial object _& in C; there is a unique natural transformation Mf + t’H, which 
is the value of ( t s t’) H in this case (again, this definition is forced); 
(3) if t = a( tl, . . . , tk), t’= a( ti, . . . , ti), with 6, s t:, each i, then t is the composite 
of u with (t, , . . . , tk), and t’ is cr. (ti, . . . , t ;). Using the induction hypothesis, the 
transformation 
(0 l,. . ., t,J+t;,. .., ti))H 
is already defined. Then, according to (4.2.1) we are forced to define ( t s t’) H as 
(0 l,. . . , t,J(t;, . . . , ti))H * aH. 
The definition is complete. 
We omit the proofs that (t s t) H is the identity and that if t s t’s t”: n + p, then 
(ts t’)H- (t’s t”)H =(ts t”)H, 
but we will verify that for all composable pairs t s t’ : 13 p, g s g’ : p + q, we have 
0) (t=g<t’.g’)H=(g<g’)H:r(t<t’) 
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The proof of this fact is by induction on the structure of E s t’-more precisely, by 
induction on the sum 0, say, of the depths of t and t’. If D = 0, then either t = II,, 
or t=t’= vi, for some i. In the first case P l g = &, where q is the target of g. There 
is a unique natural transformation from K9, =(t=g)H=(t*g’)Hto(t’*g’)M;since 
both sides of (5.10) are such transformations, they are equal in this case. 
In the case that t = t’ = vi, then t l g = gi, t’ l g’= gi, and 
(ts t’)H=id: mi + Wi, 
by definition. But, by construction, 
(g S g’)H * mi = (gj S gi)H, 
so that again (5.10) holds. 
Lastly, suppose for ease of notation that t = P (t, , t2) and t’ = u l (t;, tl), ‘Then 
t-g=u-(t,-g,tz*g> and t’~g’=o~(t~~g’,t;=g’). 
ThS, 
0’ gs t’ l g’)H = (01 l g, t2 l gpqt’; l g’, t; l g’))H * OH 
=(gsg’)H * ((t,, f2)+i;, t;))H * OH, 
by the induction hypothesis, since the sum of the depths of ti and t: are less than 0, 
by definition. The proof is complete. Cl 
like to extend N to a ‘continuous’ enriched functor on all fink and 
infinite trees T^(S ), but this is not strictly possible: we obtain only a ‘pseudo’ 
enriched functor, deli ed implicitly in the statement of the next theorem. 
6. eorem. Given an enriched functor 
H: T(lJ -+ Th,(C), 
where C is an qr’-category, one can assign a functor tH^: Cp + C” to each finite and 
infinite tree t : n ---, p in T^(Z ), and a natural transformation 
(TV t’)H^: tH^- t’H^ 
to each pair of trees t 6 t’ in T^(Z ) such that (up to isomorphism, HA is a functor 
extendktg H and 
if t s t’: n + p in T(&), i.e. if both trees are$nite, then tHA = tH and 
(6s t’)H^=(t< t’)H 
(HA extends H); 
ift=<t,,..., t,):n + p in T^(Z: ), with ti : I 3 p, then 
A=(t,HA,..., tnHA):CP+ C” 
( i.e. A preserves tupling); 
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Q’t G t’ in TA(..2C )( n, p), then ( t s t’) HA is the tupling of the natural 
tions (i, l t s in l t’)H^; if t = t’, (t s t’) A is the identity; thus, using the 
notation of Section II(S), 
(td)H^=((l,,- tsl,,- t’),...,(n,. t<n,- t’)):tH^+ t’H^; 
HA preserves the vertical structure: if t s t’s t” in T^(C)(n, p), then 
(tb t’)H^- (t’c t”)H*=(t=z t”)H^; 
up to a unique natural isomorphism, HA preserves the theory composition: if 
t : n + p, g : p + q in T^(X ), then there is a unique natural isomorphism 
s;,* : (t l g) HA = CIA 0 gH^; 
tf t s t’ in T^(Z )(n9 p) and g =G g’ in T^(Z )( p, q), then 
(gag’)H^*(t~r’)H^=(t-g<t’-g’)H^; 
if t = sup tk, where (tk ) is an o-chain in T^(n, p), then the natural transforma- 
tions ( tk s t) HA are colimit morphisms for the diagram 
(fkH% t&F): tkHA + tk+,H*, k 2 0 
(HA is continuous j; 
if t:n+p+n, then ttHA=(tHA)*; 
(uniqueness of HA): if HAA is any other assignment offunctors to the trees in 
T^(Z ) which has all of the preceding properties, then 
(a) tHA= tH^^, for each infinite tree t : n ---, p; 
(b) (ts t’)HA=(t< t’)H^^, each ts t’:n+p. 
[Note: If one colrlld replace = and = in (6.6) and (6.5) by equalities, then HA would 
be an enriched functor having the extra property of continuity. This is impossible 
to achieve, and the resulting assignment HA is a ‘pseudo’ enriched functor. Note 
also that HA is an algebraic theory morphism only up to natural isomorphism; HA 
is a functor when restricted to each horn-set 
TAG )(n, 1-0 --) .ThK)(n, P).I 
Proof. We define tH^:= tH on finite trees t; similarly, ( t s t’)ti^ := ( t s t’)H, when 
t’ is finite. We define HA on an infinite tree t : 1 3 p so that (6.7) holds by choosing 
a colimit diagram for the H-image of the directed poset Fin(t) of all finite trees 
tk s t. (The colimit exits ir o-categories, since this directed set is countable.) The 
vertex of this colimit diagram is, by definition, tH*, and the colimit morphisms are, 
by definition, the value of HA on ( tk s t), for tk finite. Thus, we have 
(as t)H*:aH+ tHA 
are the colimit morphisms of the diagram 
(a&)H:aH-+bH, 
for all finite a S b C t. 
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We define HA on vector trees n -+ p by the condition (6.2). 
We define HA on the pair t s t' : 1+ p, where t’ is infinite, as the unique mediating 
morphism (natural transformation) (Y such that, for all finite trees, a, b wit 
bst’and as6 
(a=st)H^ 
aH- tH* 
(asb)H 
I 
bH - t’H 
A 
(bst’)H- 
For trees t G t’ : n + p, n > 1, we define (t s t’) HA by condition (6.3). 
This completes the definition of the ‘pseudo functor’ HA. It is immediate that this 
assignment can be done so HA has the property (6.1). It is also easy to see that the 
vertica! structure is necessarily preserved. Thus we regard properties (6.1).(6.4) as 
proved. We verify the remaining properties. The verification uses the facts mentioned 
in Section H(3)-(5). 
PHJO~ of 6.5: We note that the finite trees below t l g are all of the form a l b, 
with a s t, b s g. Thus, if a and a’ range over the finite trees 6 t : n + p and Q and 
b’ range over the finite trees Gg : p -9 q, then both systems of morphisms 
(a*b~t=g)HA:(aHobH)=(a=b)H-,(t~g)HA 
and 
(a~t)HA*(bsg)HA:aHobH+tHogH 
are colimits in Th,,,(C) of the diagram 
Thus there is a unique mediating morphism 
&g : (t l g) HA + tH^ 0 gHA, 
which is necessarily a natural isomorphism. Thus (6.5) is proved. [We omit the 
details, but one can show also that s is natural in both t and g; see (6.10) below.] 
The argument for (6.6) is to show that if 6 is the natural isomorphism of (6.9, 
then for t< t’:n-,p, g<g’:p+ q, the following diagram commutes. 
tHAo gHA 
(gsg’)H’* (rsr’)H- 
> t’HA 0 g’HA 
1 
I 
Z, 1 .R’ 
(t - ;)HA -_______, (t’ l g’)H^ 
wt.psr’-g’)H- 
ly remains to the :k that ( tk s t) A is a family of colimit morphism of the 
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when t is the sup of the w-chain fk, k 3 0, in T^(Z )( n, p). This fact follows easily 
from the observations that 
Fin(t)=U(Fin(?&kaO), 
and 
Fin( Q c Fin( ?k+l) 
fork=0,1,2 ,.... The proof of (6.7) is complete. Since the pr’operty (6.8) is a special 
case, it too is proved. The uniqueness property (6.9) follows since any infinite tree 
is a sup of finite trees and HAA is continuous; similarly, if t’ is infinite, both 
(ts r')H- and (t s t’)H^ 
are mediating morphisms between colimits of the same diagram, so that ( t s t’)H^ = 
( t s t’) HAA. The proof is complete. Cl 
Remark. The extension theorem is an extension of Theorem 5 in [31]. 
7. m,(C) is an iteration theory. We now sketch why the extension theorem implies 
that Th,( C) is an iteration theory. Briefly, the properties in the extension theorem 
show that HA is an iteration thecry morphism from T^(T: ) to Th,( C)/ =, the 
structure one obtains by identifying any two functors n -9 p which are naturally 
isomorphic; it follows that the image of MA will satisfy all identities valid in TA(Z ). 
Thus Th,( C) is itself an iteration theory. For example, the fixed point identity 
Ft = F 0 (Id, Ft) 
holds for any functor F : n + p + n in Th, ( C), where Id : CP + CP is the identity 
functor. 
8. A completeness theorem. The last result of this section is that the equations that 
are valid in all iteration theories of the form ‘Fh, ( C) are precisely those valid in 
all iteration theories: i.e. no extra identities hold for these theories. This fact will 
follow if we can show that a free iteration theory freely generated by a ranked 
alphabet C with & infinite for each k is isomorphic to a subtheory of Ih,( C), for 
some o-cateogy C. 
.l) Let TA(2) be the iteration theory of all &trees. We show how to embed 
each tree n +p in TA(2C) into the set of w-contjnuous functors Cp ---* C”, where C 
is the poset T^(;C)( I, 0) Considered to be an o-category. (We vi11 need to assume 
only that & has at least two elements, for some k a 0. Recall that we are also 
assuming that I is a special letter in added to 5; used to define the ordering on 
the trees. With this ordering, each horn-set TA(Z )( n, p) is an o-complete poset.) 
Given the tree t : n --, p in TA(2i) define the functor 
F,: Cp + C” 
bY 
Ft(s) := t * s, 
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the composite of t : n + p with s : p -+ 0. Since s is a p-tuple of morphisms l-+ 0, 
s may be identi~ed with the source tup~ing of these mo~hisms p + 0 and thus the 
composite t l s is n + 0; untupling, we get an n-tuple of morphisms 1 + 0. 
8.1.1. Fact. Ft is ~-~ocontinuous~ for each tree t. 
We omit the details of the theorem, whose corollaries are the main result of this 
section. 
8.2. Theorem. 7?re map has the following properties: 
QL2.1) the map t - F1 is injective; 
Q.2.2) if? is i,:l+ n, then F~=~i:C”+ C; 
(8.2.3) FWU = F; 3 F,; 
@*2*4) F<u,U, = (F.; F,); 
@.2*5) I$*, = t l (Fb 
In brief, the map t * F1 is an injective iteration theory morphism from TA@ ) to Th,( C). 
The assumption that Zk has at least two elements, for some k, is needed only for 
(8.2.1). Note that the reason we can - g :&in equality, rather than only equal up to 
natural isomorphism = is that this category C is so ‘thin’. 
8.3. Corollary. Xtr is isomorphic to a subtheo~ of the ~-fun~tors on C. 
For any class K of iteration theories, the variety generated by K is the class of 
all iteration theories T which satisfy all identities valid in each theory in K. 
8.4. Corollary, The variety 0 of iteration theories generated by those of the fol-m 
Th,(C), for an ~-e~tego~ C, is the variety of all iteration theories. 
Proof. Since each theory Th,( C) is an iteration theory, 0 is contained in the variety 
of all iteration theories. By the previous corollary, all nontrivial free iteration theories 
are in 0, so that all. iteration theories are in 0, since any iteration theory is a quotient 
of a nontrivial free iteration theory, and varieties are closed under quotients. iI 
V. A generalization: iteration via initial@ 
1. ge~~~a~ ~e~nitio~ of Ft. We begin this section with an observation. In the 
theories of the form Th,(C), for each functor F: C*+” + C” the functors 
F’ : Cp ---, C” had the property that there is a natural isomorphism 
i.e. for each object d in Cp, the value dF+ is isomorphic to F(d, dF+). We note 
moreover that if 
s, : F(d, dF+) 4 dF+ 
is this isomorphism, the pair (dF+, &) forms an initial Fd-algebra in C”. Indeed, 
in ~-~atego~es, the method to construct initial algebras is exactly the method we 
used to define Ft. 
Now suppose that C and P are any categories and that 
(1.1) F:PxC+ c 
is a functor. We will say that F’ exists if 
(1.2) for each P-object d, there is a C-object dF+ and a morphism 
s, : F(d, dF+) --, dF+ 
such that the pair (dFt, Sd) is an initial Fd-algebra; 
(1.3) Ff is a functor P * C. 
[IJcr) Our second observation is that ( 1.2) ir@ies ( 1.3). Indeed, assume that 
f: d --, e is a P-arrow. Then, since (&, dF+) is an initial Fd-algebra, there is a unique 
C-arrow g such that 
F(d, dF+) - *dF+ 
(2) Ff 1 ,,gl 1 I g 
F(d, eF+)x F(e, eF*) --fL eFt 
commutes. We de@ne fFt := g. Note that diagram (2) commutes iE the diagram 
l’(d, dF+)L dF+ 
GO FUgI 
I I 
B 
F(e, eFf) -4 eF+ 
a‘* 
does. The fact that g is unique in (2), shows both that F’ is a functor and that this 
is the only way to define fF*. Since (2.1) commutes it follows that 6 is a natural 
transformation, and in fact is a natural isomorphism 
6 : (Id,+ F+)F * F’. 
(22) Note that in the case that C = P in (Ll), we should specify that ‘right’ 
iteration is intended: if F: C x C + C, then cF’ is an initial &algebra where 
F,(c’) := Ffc, c’). 
Not surprisingly, with the assumption only that initial algebras exist, it turns out 
that in general not all of the axioms for iteration theories hold for the functors Ft. 
However, the right zero, left zero and pairing idcntiti~s are always satis~ed. 
(2.3) The right zero identity holds. Let F: P --) C be any functor. Then let 
F x Oc : P x C + C be the functor defined by: 
(P, c) PF 
(Xs) 
I I 
fJ= t+ . 
(P’, c) P’F 
Then (F x Oc)* exists and is naturally isomorphic to F. 
(2.4) The left zero identity holds. Let F: P x C + C be any functor and Q any 
category. Let (Oo x F) : Q x P x C --, C be the functor taking 
(9, P, 4 to F(P, c) 
for any triple of objects or arrows in Q x P x C. Then 
(a) F’ exists iff (0, x F)* exists, 
and if either exists, 
(b) (Oo x F)* is naturally isomorphic to 0, x Ft. 
(2.5) The pairing identity holds. Let F: P x A x B + A, G: P x A x B + B be 
functors. Suppose that G’ and Ht exist, where H : P x A * A is defined as 
H:=(IdPxA, G*)F: Px A-, PxAx B+ A. 
Thus H( p, a) = F( p, a, Gt( p, a)). Then (F, G)’ exists, ana 
(F, G)* is naturally isomorphic to (H*, (Idp, H*)G’). 
Proofs. We prove only (2.5). The proof of this fact is an adaptation of the argument 
in Lehmann and Smyth [26], who were interested in the setting of o-categories and 
functors. The proof is most easily followed after the reader constructs the easy proof 
of the corresponding fact for posets: for monotone f and g, the least solution of 
the pair of equations 
(*I f(x,u)=x, dx,Y)=Y 
can be obtained as follows: if g*(x) denotes the least v such that g(x, u) s y, and 
if h’ is the least x such that f(x, g+(x)) < x, then ( ht, gt( ht)) is the least solution to 
(*). 
For any functors F and G, one way to show that xF’~ = xG is to show that XC 
is an initial &algebra, for all objects x in the appropriate category. Since any two 
initial F,-algebras are isomorphic, the proof is complete. 
For ease of notation, for the moment we forget about the category P, SO that 
(F, G): ---, A x B. An (F, G)-algebra consists of a pair ( CY, p) of morphisms 
ar:F(a,b)-a; p:G(a,b)+ b. 
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Let (a, p) be a fixed (F, G)-algebra. Let 
SX : G(x, G+(x)) ---) G+(x), 
be the initial G,-algebra, for each x in A, and let 
A : F(H+, G+(H+)) ---, H+ 
be the initial H-algebra (-#here H(x) = F(x, G+(x))). We will prove that there is a 
unique pair of morphisms 
cy*: Ht- a, PA: G+(H+)-, b 
such that the following two diagrams comnzte. 
F(H+, G+(H+)) h H+ 
(2.6] F(a^.B? 
I I 
aA 
F(a, b) - a 
a 
and 
G( H+, G+( H+)) -% G+( HI) 
(23 
G(aA,BA) 
I 1 
r 
m, b) *b B 
First, we note that given p, by the initiality of S, there is a unique morphism p# 
such that 
G(a, G+(a)) A G+(a) 
(W W,sB”) 
I I 
B# 
w, b) 7 ii 
commutes, and by the initiality of A, there is a unique morphism cy # : Ht --) a such 
that the following diagram commutes: 
F( H+, G+( Hi)) 
A 
) H+ 
(29 
F(a#,G+(a#)) 
I I 
ay 
F(a,G+(d) - F(a, b)- a. mmB”) a 
Define the morphism 8 as the composite 
(2.10) 8 := F(a#, G+(d) l F(l,, P”) 
= F(a#, G+(L~#) l p”). 
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We may rewrite the fact that (2.9) commutes as 
(2.11) e* ar =A l (Y#. 
The top square of the following diag m commutes by the definition of the functor 
Gt; the bottom square is just (2.8). 
(2.12) 
G( H+, G+( H+)) A G+( H+) 
G(a#,G*(a”)) 
I I 
G+(a") 
G(a, S+(a))- 
6x 
G+(a) 
G( l,.B”) 
I I 
B” 
G(a, b‘) ) 6. 
B 
We now define the morphisms aA and PA as follows: 
a A-- =- ac #:H+-,a; 
PA:= G+(d) l fl#: G+(H+)-, 6. 
Now the conditions (2.6) and (2.7) hold because of (2.11) and the fact that the 
outside square of (2.8) commutes. The uniqueness of cyA follows from the following 
fact: By the initiality of A, there is a unique morphism r such that 
F( H+, G+( H+)) 
A 
F(S+(+)) 
I 
F(a, G+(a)) -F(a,b)-a F( l,,P? a 
and Q!#- - cyA is one such. The following statement proves the uniqueness of PA: for 
any morphism CX-: Ht ---) a there is a unique morphism 
G( H+, G+( H+)) 
6H+ 
b G+(H+) 
G(W-1 I 
/3- such that 
GW+, 6) -G(a,b)-b G(a-,l) P 
so tha:t here if 8 unique -morphism /3- such that 
Gja-, p-) . p = &t l p-. 
But, for (Y-= cyA, PA is one such morphism, by (2.12). 
The general case that F and G are functors P x A x B 3 A, P x A x B --3 B 
respectively, can be obtained from the above argument by replacing ‘F’ and ‘G’ by 
‘Fp’ and ‘GP’ everywhere, where p is an object of 6). he isomorphisms given above 
are natural in p. e proof is complete. Cl 
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3. Examples. In this section, we give some examples to show that with the general 
definition of F’ above, the final ‘commutative’ axiom for iteration theories need 
not hold First, we show that the functorality implication fails in general. 
Let C be the poset (0, 1, i), with OC T, 1 CT and 0 and 1 unrelated. We will 
treat C as a category. Define the functor f: C3 --) C as follows: 
f(o,l, l)= 1; 
f(x, y, z) = T, othekkse. 
Since f is order preserving, f is a functor. Let 
g: c2+ c2, h:C+C 
be defined by 
dx, v) = (fb, x9 Y),fk Y, u)); 
Then 
g(0, 1) = (0,l) and g(x, y) = (T, T) otherwise. 
Thus, there are only two g-algebras: g(0, 1) S (0,l) and g(T, T) s (T, T). The only 
h-algebra is h(T)S T. Hence, g’= (0,l) and h*=T, acco ing to the general 
definition of the first section. Let 
P:Pl-,cll 
be the unique function. Then the diagram 
c-c 
h 
commutes, since g(p^(x)) = g(x, x) = (h(x), h(x)) = p^(h(x)). But (0,l) = gf f 
ht l p = pA( ht) = (T, T), SG that the functorality implication fails here. 
The same C and f will show that the commutative identity also fails in general. 
Define 
g:=(f’p,A,f*p2A,f.p3A):C3-+ c3, 
h := f l pA: C a-+ C, 
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where p:[3] 3 [l] is the unique base function and where the pi : [ 3) + [3] are the 
functions defined as follows: 
pl: 1-1,2-l, 3-2; 
p2: l-1,2-2,3-2; 
p3: l-3,2*3,3-3. 
Then 
gb, Y, 2) = (f( x, x9 YLfk Y, Y),fk 5 4L h(x) =fk x, x), 
for all x, y, z in C. The g algebras are (0, 1, T) and (T, T, T) and the only k-algebra 
is T. ‘llaus gt = (0, 1, T) and h* = T. But 
gt = (0, 1, T) f (T, T, T) = pA(T) = ht. pA, 
showing that the commutative identity does not hold in this case. 
It is possible, as :!x +ove examples show, that endofunctors F have initial 
F-algebras, but that these initial algebras are not obtainable as (o-) colimits. In a 
series of papers, Adamek, Tmkova and others (see the bibliography in Adamek and 
Tmkova 121) have studied what they call ‘constructive functors’. Slightly altering 
their notion, we will say that a functor F: P x C -3 C, where C has an initial object 
1, is constructive if for each P-object p, there is some ordinal a such that the map 
cm,,+] : IF; --, IF;;’ is an isomorphism. If cy is such an ordinal, we will write pFt 
for I FpQ. The maps Ci,j are defined for all pairs of ordinals i <j as the unique direct 
system such that: 
c,,,:l- IFp is the unique morphism; 
for successors, ci+l,j+l := Ci,jFp; for a limit ordinal h, assume that morphisms 
have been defined for all i sj c h. We then define 1 Ft as a colimit of the diagram 
(3.1), and the morphisms c~,~ : J_ Fb -3 IF; as colimit morphisms. (Thus, we must 
also assume that these colimits exist.) Lastly, we define c~,*+~ : I Fhp + 1 Fz+’ as the 
unique mediating morphism K : _L Fi + I Fi Fp such that 
for all i c: ,a. 
Let C be a category having an initial objw _L and colimits of* all 
h-diagram’( for each ordinal A ). Suppose that F: Cp+ ’ - Cm, G : Cp+” ---) C” are 
constructive functors. Let p : [m] + [n] be a surjective function and let p A : C n - Cm 
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be the corresponding functor (as above: p(x, , . . . , x,) := (x1,, . . . , x,,)). Then if the 
diagram 
p+n G c - C” 
(4.1) IdXP’ 
I I 
PA 
cp+m -Cm 
F 
commutes (where Id: Cp + Cp is the identity .functor), then the diagram 
commutes up to natural isomorphism; i.e. F* = GtpA. In short, for constructive functors, 
the functorial implication holds. Hence when the constructive functors form a theory, 
they are an iteration theory. 
Proof (sketch). We notice that the hypothesis (4.1) implies that the image under pA 
of each diagram determining the value of IG’, for limit ordinals i, is the diagram 
for the value of _I_ Fi. The only remaining observation is that pA preserves all colimits, 
since colimrts are obtained componentwise. ence 
pGtpA = (colim I Gi + J_ Gi)p* 
=colim (~Gip”+ _k_Gip*), 
since pA preserves colimits, 
=colim (_J_Fk ---* J-FL) 
by the definition of pA, 
= pF’. 
The proof is complete. Cl 
Consider now the following categories of categories: 
(4.2) the category CL of complete lattices and order preserving functions; 
3) the category CP, of chain complete posets and order preserving functions; 
.4) the category of CL, of o-co mpkte lattices aid w-cocontinuous functions; 
(4.5) the category Ca of all w-categories and W- is continuous functors. 
It is easy to see that every functor in the categories (l)-(3) is constructive. For 
example, let P, Q be any categories in CL, i.e. complete lattices. Let F : P x 
be any functor-i. reserving funcikr, hen we must show that for each 
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P-object p, the endofunctor Fp : 4) + Q has a least fixed point given by the appropri- 
ate sup. But this is clear. For each object C in any one of these categcries, say 
category X, one may consider the full subcategory of X generated by the finite 
powers of C, obtaining categories Thx (C) analogous to Th,( C) of the previous 
section. Say that a category X is an iteration categov if 
for each X-object C, the theory Thx (C) is an iteration theory. 
By (2.4), (2.3), (2.5) and (4), as well as the main result of Section IV, we obtain 
the following: 
5. Theorem. Each of the categories (4.2)-(4.5) is an iteration category. 
We end this paper with a problem. 
Problem. Characterize those eategories of categories, such as (4.2)-(4.5) above, 
which are iteration categoties. 
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